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1. Conviction – தண்டன குற்யாி 
எ ிர்ணனித்தல் 

 

    Definition: Confirmed belief; being found guilty 

of charge 

    Usage: She is a person of conviction once she 

accepts something it is very difficult to change her 

views. 
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2. Derisive- கேிக்குரின 

 

    Definition: Unkind and showing that you think 

someone or something is ridiculous. 

    Usage: The boy gave a derisive laugh after he 

purposely pushed the girl into the mud.  
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3. Fickle - ினனற்து 

 

 

    Definition: Changing often and suddenly | often 

changing their mind in an unreasonable way so 

that you cannot rely on them. 

    Usage: He blames the poor sales on fickle 

customers.  
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4. Erratic- ஒழுங்ேற் 

 

 

    Definition: Not happening at regular times; not 

following any plan or regular pattern; that you 

cannot rely on. 

    Usage: Mary is a gifted but erratic player. 
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5. Unravel-  அயிழ் 

 

 

    Definition: Separate and clarify the elements of 

something. 

    Usage: Sherlock Holmes was looking closely 

through the victim's belongings to find any clue 

that would help him unravel the mystery.  
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6. Swathe- இறுக்ேி ேட்டு 

 

 

    Definition: Wrap in several layers of fabric. 

    Usage: The model was swathed in yards of 

fabric with the designer knowing about arranging 

it. 
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7. Deflated 

 

    Definition: 1) to let air or gas out of a tire, 

balloon, etc.; to become smaller because of air or 

gas coming out 2) to make someone feel less 

confident; to make someone or something feel or 

seem less important 3) to reduce the amount of 

money being used in a country so that prices fall 

or stay steady. 
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8. Controvert- நறுத்துச் 

 

    Definition: To say or prove that something is 

not true. 

    Usage: The attorney offered evidence that 

controverted the plaintiff's allegations.  
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9. Surly- ேண்டிப்ாே 

or ேடுேடுப்புள் 

 

    Definition: Ill-humored, arrogant, domineering. 

    Usage: One hesitated before going to their 

house as they had to endure the surly behaviour 

of their host's father who found fault with 

everything.  
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10. Boisterous- noisy, energetic, and cheerful. 

  

      Definition: Noisy and full of life and energy. 

      Usage: The children played boisterously at 

recess.  
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11. Conceited—தற்பெருமை 

 

 

      Definition: Having too much pride in yourself 

and what you do. 

      Usage: It's very conceited of you to assume 

that your work is always the best.  
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12. Foil- prevent (something considered wrong or 

undesirable) from succeeding. டம் 

 

      Definition: To stop something from happening, 

especially something illegal. 

      Usage: Customs officials foiled an attempt to 

smuggle the paintings out of the country.  
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13. Unbridled 

 

      Definition: Not controlled and therefore 

extreme. 

      Usage: The crowd was swept with unbridled 

enthusiasm.  
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14. Unscrupulous 

 

      Definition: Without moral principles. 

      Usage: The unscrupulous politician bribed a 

voter. 
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15. Adroit 

 

     Definition: Skillful and smart, especially in 

dealing with people. 

     Usage: He is an exceptionally adroit pianist. 
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16. Filch 

 

    Definition: To steal something, especially 

something small or not very 

    valuable. 

    Usage: If you don't keep a close eye on that 

known thief he will filch everything he can from 

you. 
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17. Scrupulous 

 

    Definition: Careful about paying attention to 

every detail | careful to be honest and do what is 

right. 

     Usage: The banker had always been known as 

a scrupulous and trustworthy businessman.  
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18. Sedulous- showing dedication and diligence.- 

உனமப்ாினா 

 

    Definition: Marked by care and persistent 

effort; 

    Usage: A member of parliament must be 

sedulous in implementing the measures promised 

to his constituency.  
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19. Despicable- வயறுக்ேத்தக்ே 

 

    Definition: Very unpleasant or evil. 

    Usage: John's bad behavior was despicable. 
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20. Deplore 

 

    Definition: To strongly disapprove of something 

and criticize it, especially publicly. 

    Usage: They deplored the heavy loss of life in 

the earthquake.  
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21. Enlightened 

 

    Definition: Having or showing an 

understanding of people's needs, a situation, etc. 

that is not based on old-fashioned attitudes and 

prejudice. 

    Usage: He should be remembered as an 

enlightened and humane reformer.  
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22. Atrocity 

 

    Definition: A cruel and violent act, especially in 

a war. 

    Usage: The evil witch performed one atrocity 

after another.  
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23. Catastrophe 

 

    Definition: A sudden event that causes many 

people to suffer | an event that causes one 

person or a group of people personal suffering, or 

that makes difficulties. 

    Usage: The plane slowly landed to avoid a 

catastrophe. 
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24. Corroborate- உறுதிடுத்த 

 

 

    Definition: To provide evidence or information 

that supports a statement, 

    theory, etc. 

    Usage: Many students can corroborate the 

finding that if you have others do your lessons for 

you. you will learn nothing.  
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25. Perspicuous- சுநாய் 

வதியா obvious, evident, vivid, distinct, 

apparent, perspicuous 

சுநாய் யிங்குேி 

 

      Definition: Possessed of clarity of expression. 

      Usage: After hearing her perspicuous 

presentation on the rather abstract theme 

nobody could say that she was given to speaking 

little.  
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26. Envision- ேற்ன 

 

      Definition: See in one's mind. 

      Usage: Architecture as a profession demands 

the skill of envisioning a building in its ambience 

even before venturing into the sketches.  
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27. Prosaic- சாதாபண-boaring 

 

 

      Definition: Lacking wit or imagination or 

excitement. 

      Usage: The prosaic play bereft of any 

excitement or emotion could not hold its bored 

audience.  
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28. Expunge 

 

 

      Definition: To remove or get rid of something 

such as a name or memory from a book or list or 

from your mind. 

      Usage: Details of his criminal activities were 

expunged from the file.  
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29. Stratagem- தந்திப 

 

  

      Definition: A maneuver in a game or 

conversation. 

      Usage: The stratagem worked and the battle 

was won.  
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30. Depravity- நச்சாட்சினின்னந 

சபீமிவு  ,துன்நார்க்ேம் வேட்டமக்ேம் 

 

 

      Definition: The state of being morally bad. 

      Usage: People were shocked by the depravity 

of her actions.  
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